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For every p < wl, let I, be the ideal of all sets SE u#’ whose order type is COY If cc = 1, 
then 1, is simply the ideal of all finite subsets of o, which is known to be Z$complete. We 
show that for every cc < or, I,, is Z$,-complete. As corollaries to this theorem, we prove that 
the set WOUr of well orderings R c o x o of order type <wcL is -complete, the set LPcl of 
linear orderings R E w x w that have a p-limit point is Z&+,-complete. Similarly, we 
determine the exact complexity of the set LT,, of trees T s (“0 of Luzin height <p, the set 
WR, of well-founded partial orderings of height <p, the set LR, of partial orderings of Luzin 
height <p, the set WFP of well-founded trees T E ‘“o of height CP (the latter is an old 
theorem of Luzin). The proofs use the notions of Wadge reducibility and Wadge games. We 
also present a short proof to a theorem of Luzin and Garland about the relation between the 
height of ‘the shortest tree’ representing a Bore1 set and the complexity of the set. 
Given an ordinal p < cq, let 1’ = {S 5 o?ot(S) < w’}, where at(s) stands for 
the nrrbt tvne nf 1.C c \ C!ear!y, Ip . ..‘l v1-1- ‘Jr- -1 \“, L,. ic an ideal river sp_ Since op is a countable L” _.I .Y”U. v .“1 
set, we may view g(oP) ds the Cantor space with the Cantor topology. Nence, lP 
can be viewed as a set of reals. In Section 2 we prove that for every p > 0, IP is 
&-complete in the Bore1 hierarchy. 
However, in order to avoid cumbersome coding procedures, we found it very 
useful to work most of the time in the space 9(‘“w) rather than in P(&‘) or 
P(w). The special structure of the set coo makes it easy to us to define a 
collection of ideals (Fr, : p < o 1) ; Fr, may be called the Frechet ideal of type ,u. 
It will be clear from its definition that the ideal FrzP is an identical copy of the 
ideal ZP. Although 1* is much easier to define and to understand, unfortunately is 
not easy to manipulate. I-Ience we turn to a different copy of it, the ideal FrzP, 
which is much easier to manipulate. 
Given m E o and s E <“u, we let ms stand for (m)^s. For M E o and S c <YH, 
we let mS={m:sdj and A&={sE c % : MS l S>. Similarly, for every u E 
‘“0, we define us, US, and & in the obvious way. In the case that T is a tree, 
*This paper is a revised version of Chapter 3 of the author’s Ph.D. disser”ation which was written 
in the University of California at Berkeley, under the supervision of Professor John W. Addison. 
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ewe 
we denote by CL is defined as 
s<et e ) = t(m) and s(n) <t(n) 
11 it follows that for every Y < q and S s CC, the 
to the lexicographical ordering. Hence S has an 
well-ordering which we denote by [Sit. 
t ideal of type 244). For every 0 c p < al, we let 
is that they are all Bore1 ideals 
f&t, almost alI the theorems of this 
objects of our study in this paper and state the 
m. As we mentioned above, there 
“o instead of o although it might 
It is well known that 
%) respectively. The set LO is 
plete, and in [W] it is proved 
We will be most interested in measuring the complexity of e following natural 
S ts of those sets. Given an ordinal y C ol, we let 
=(REWO:OT(R)<~}, 
LP, = {R E LP: R has a ~-limit point), 
W’&={TEWF:)TJ~J}, 
LT, = (T E 3: T has Luzin height <cc}, 
~={REPO: is well founded and of height <cc}, 
LR, = {R E PO : the Luzin height of R is <p}. 
The notion of a ~-limit point is defined in Section 3 (Definition 3.1). The notion 
of Luzin height is deGned in Sections 6 and 7 Grst for a tree and later for a partial 
ordering (Definitions 6.1 and 7.2). 
The next theorem, due to Luzin, has been the starting point for our research in 
this area to look for similar ways to measure the complexity of similar sets of 
relations and hopefully to come up with more systematic methods to do so for as 
many as possible such examples. We thank Professor J.W. Addison for 
introducing us to this subject and to an unpublished paper of S. Garland which 
was very helpful. 
Ocp<o,andnEm: 
subset of P(‘“o); 
,+l-complete subset of P(‘“o). 
The unpublished paper [9] of S. Garland was very helpful for our understand- 
ing of the proof of this theorem. This theorem also follows from our fundamental 
results in this paper and we will reprove it. 
Our study of the sets WO, is parallel to a closely related study, first introduced 
by KIeene [ 121, arkwald [16], and Spector [20]. The first substantial paper on 
t in common with our type of 
ater the results of this 
anaster, and Rosenstein [ 1 l]. They all worked over the arithmetical 
of subsets of o. They studied the sets WON, for ~1 c o”, of all Giidel 
numbers of recursive well orderings of type <p, in terms of their complexity with 
respect to the man -one degrees of the arithmetical hierarchy. Our results 
concerning the sets P bear the expected analogy between the notions of 
continuous function and dge degrees and the notions 67f recursive function and 
many-one degrees of recursion theory. 
nd level of the difference hierarchy over +*+‘I= 
9 while we chose to go in a purely 
our sets WO, as well as with the other 
ear to us if the model-theoretic method which Miller 
to prove the following theorem. 
e underlying sets for proving lower 
enough for proving 
we use these ideals 
sets L, and of the sets LP, which we define there. 
Cclp,, LP, is a +,-complete subset of sP(51 x 
f for another theorem of Luzin 
wts), to its place in the Bore1 hierarchy. 
72 x o) for which, (YEA 
‘“o:(u,s)~TforsomeuE~UP2}. 
arland). LetA~“2andO<p<ol. Then 
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In Section 6 we define the notion of Luzin height of a tree T s ‘“w, which 
notion of the hei of a well-founded tree. 
set of all trees Luzin height <cc. Then 
for every p < tq. This case turns out to be 
special; the pattern in the complexity of LT,,+k for p < o is different than the 
one for 0 < p < oi. We prove the following: 
The other major result presented in Chen’s dissertation [S] is about the 
complexity of wrP, p <= C9fK, where wr,, is the set of all Giidel numbers of 
recursive well-founded partial orderings of height <cc. In Section 7 we show that 
the analogous result for the sets WRP, p < ol, of well-founded partial orderings 
of height <p follows as a cxollary to Luzia’s theorem about the \wF,‘s. 
It turns out that the notion of Luzin height for a tree can be easily generalized 
to any partial ordering. If R c m x o is a partial ordering, the Luzin derivative of 
R is the resulting partial ordering after we remove all the minimal elements (if 
there are any). To each partial ordering R E o x m we can assign an ordinal 
p < o1 which roughly stands for how many times we have to repeat the Luzin 
derivative until we get to a point where the relation is stable. By LR, we denote 
the set of all the partial orderings with Luzin heig;lt <p. We prove the following 
theorems. 
t of the time we wili 
omeomor@ism when we move fkom one space 
on “2 is easily defined. If we endow tie set 2 = (0, 1) 
can define the Cantor topology using the standard 
a topology on “2, the very same topology is automatically 
d to convery the topology of “2 to P(S); a 
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one of the players. e fundam-ntal relation between them is established in 
eorem 1.2. 
L;;t A and B be subsets oi w). We say that A is Wadge 
reducible to B: or A s,,, B, iff there exists a co uous function f : iP(o)-, sP(0) 
so that f -‘[B] = A. 
The fact that a set A is ge reducible to another set B seems to be the best 
formal way to reflect some of our feelings concerning the complexity of a subset 
of g(o); A SW B, therefore, should mean that A is no more complicated than B. 
One of the most important contributions of Wadge to this subject is his 
invention of what are called now Wadge games. Showing that A $,, B can 
sometimes be done via games. Wadge’s dissertation [2S] is an excellent example 
of the use of this approach. Another reference is [ 181. 
For any subsets A, B of “2, the game &(A, B) is defined as follows: There are 
two players who participate in the game, Player I and Player II. The two players 
choose 0 or 1 each time they make a move. Player I is obligated to make a move 
after each of Player II’s turns or when Player II decides to pass. Player II on the 
other hand can make as many moves as he wishes to but not infinitely many, or 
can pass as many times as he wishes to but must to make a move eventually. The 
game is ‘over’ when th player? have completed a sequence of moves of order 
type 0. An example the sitk&on is as follows: 
I io il i2 i3 
. 
14 l -* 
II i0 pa= il pass j2 l - , 
where for each natural number n, i,, j,, E (0, 1). _4t the end of the game, Player I 
has produced an element LY = (in: w) E “2 and Player II has produced an 
clement /3 = (g,:n E 0) E “2. Player winsthegamejustincasecwEA@/?EB; 
Player I wins otherwise. The idea is that in order for Player II to win the game 
G,,,(A, B), he has to be ‘smart enough’ to ‘predict’ whether I’s sequence (Y is 
going to fall in A or in “2 -A. To do so, Player has to follow Player I’s mov 
closely and make his moves accordingly. At e stage of the game, Player 
might not be able to tell if Player I is going to end in A or in -A but he only 
needs to make sure that his final play /3 will be in B i!T I’s play Q! ends in A. In this 
sense, Player II has the ability to anticipate I’s final play, if he wins the game. As 
we will see, the fact that Player II wins the game G,(A, s the fact that 
the topological structure of A is not more complex than t 
in the game G,,,(A, B) is any set of rules 
s way what to do at any possible situation. 
layer I are defined similarly. The formal definitions of these notions are easy to 
n of su-bsets of s which is 
ts, and does not contain the set S 
tric relation and a linear 
ordering relation in which every 
0rdertypeofRis 
is isomorphic to (p, E). We le 
R is a well-ordering. 
E T. A well-founded 
then for some n E 0, 
ded tree we ass@ a rank function rkT: T-, o1 as 
t E Ts we let rkT(t) = 0 (a terminal node is an 
By recursion we let 
11-founded tree is 0 if 
are inhitely m 
stands for ‘for all but fhitely ma 
lexity of the M&et ideals 
e For ideal over fP(aP). 
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For a successor ordinal ~a + 1, 
ur induction hypothesis 
ow let p be a limit ordi 
for any S 5 6fP, 
, hence Frzr+2 is 
(C(n:nao) be a efinition 0.1. Then 
The induction hypothesis implies that Fr2P is 
. For every 0 < p < ol, we define the Frechet ideal of type 2~ + 1 
as follows: 
p+1= - {S c o:~+~ : (Vn E o)[S~~, E Fr2J}. 
. For every O< p < ol, Fr2F+1 isa u+l subset of 0P+? 
Follows immediately from the definition and the previous proposition. Cl 
Our next goal is to establish lower bounds on the complexity of the Frechet 
ideals. We will divide this task to two parts. The easy part will be that of showing 
,-complete for a successor ordinal 0 < p < 6.1~. This will be done by 
h will assume that the statement is already true for the limit 
ordinals. Therefore we need to show that it is true for the limit ordinals first, 
which is the difficult part of our task. 
To prove our statement for the limit ordinals, we will prove a weaker statement 
for all ordinals which coincide with our statement exactly at the limit ordinals. We 
will simply prove that Fr,, is complete for P (by this ean that every P set 
adge reducible to Fr+ but Fr+ is not necessarily ). Obviously, if p is a 
ordinal, then 4~ = 2~. Therefore at the limit o 1s the weak statement 
and the strong state coincide. Therefore it will foilow th for every limit 
ordinal PC o1 , Frzr ,-complete, as desired. Once we hav nished with the 
limit ordinals, it will be easier to go and prove the strong statement for all the 
ordinals. 
A family 9 = (C, : s E afp) is said to be a p-family if 
is a 2&-family if 
converges to ~1. 
dA~“2JfpisevenandA~ orifyisodd 
by a p-f&y. 
, then A can be represented by the O-family SF -’ {Ce}, 
= fTbEbz A,,, where each A,, is 
eve7 0 there is a 2&family Sm 
be the unique p-family such that S(a) = %a for every n E o. 
ere p = 2g + 2 or p is a limit ordinal are done similarly. 0 
Given a 2440 = (C, :s E 09‘) and an element (Y E “2, the map 
is yseento continuous. If it was true that 
shows that every Z& set is dge-reducible to Fr4, 
rtunately, this is false in ge 1, although there is a 
deed, all we need to do is to apply another 
t its image will have the desired property (*j. We 
s a series of operations done on the set & c_ o’*Y 
ously to another set (So,)* c w’*~ which will have 
contraction of T by S is a 
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(a) If p=O, we let T [S=TifS=ozo, and T IS= 
(b) If cc>0 and v<p, 
>Oandv=c(, 
It is important to note that what we actually defined is a family of functions 
from one space to another, but we are using the same name for all of them. For 
every ~1, tr < ol, [ is a function from 
S E P(eP), then the pair (T, S) is mapped to T [S which is a member of 
:“). The role that the ordinals p and v play in the definition is more 
important than it might seem at fkst. Take, for example, S = T = lo’*. If we view 
S and T as members of 9(oE3), then, aec&ing to case (c) of the 
T [S = T n S = lo:*. On the other hand, we may view T as a member 
and S as a member of 9@P) (assuming that c+” = UnEa,nozi”). Then, by case 
(b) of the definition, T [S = 8. Hence it is important to always indicate the spaces 
in which we are working. This is done by always mentioning the ordinal p for 
which the set S is a member of !PQP), whenever we are given such a set. For 
convenience, let us say that S is of type p and write type(S) = p. The next 
proposition says that each of the maps that we defined above is continuous. 
2.8. Let JA, YCO~. The map (T, S)-T [S is a contiwous map 
fbom 9(o’y) X 9(aP) to 9QP@). 
The proof goes by double induction on p and v. 
(a) Ifp=O, then (T,S)-TincasethatS=k’, and (T,S)-flincasethat 
S = (b. It is clear that this map is continuous. 
(b) If p > 0 and Y < cc, then our map is simply (T, S) -4% Hence our map is 
trivially continuous, since it is constant. 
(c) If v = p > 0, then our map is ( T, S) t+ T n S. Intersecting two sets is easily 
seen to be a continuous operation. 
(d) If v > p > 0, then by case (d) of the definition 
vi s) - u m&l, rs(n,) PI= 
PIEaD 
By the induction hypothesis q,) [&I and Ttn, fStn, [S arise from continuous 
functions. Also, the map (U, :p11 E w) 4JneonU,, (where Un E (3~) is easily 
seen to be continuous. Therefore our map is continuous. El 
t p<ol and Sg#‘. 
as follows. 
(a) For p = 0 we simply let S* = S. 
(b) Suppose p = 2&J + 1. Then for every ra E o, (S& 
let T, = Uisn (S(i))* and finally we let S” = Uncw nT,. 
ition is clear for cc = 0. 
each finite sequence in n 
a continuous map (in a sense, we may 
ence using the induction 
already mentioned, the map 
erefore the map S-S* = UnEcu niT, is 
= 25 + 2 is identical except that we replace ‘finite 
tersection’. Of course, we use the fact that ‘finite intersection is 
tiial case of the proposition 
n’. Let S range over elements of 
on 10 E o, that the map S - ;S, is continuous (where T, is as 
which makes it the 
with the map StOj -
-T, is continuous. The map 
along the (n + l)-coordinate 
which is continuous by the original 
the map S - (S~~+lj)* f T, is 
ence the map S-T,,, is 
EarpzT, is continuous. By its definiticsn, 
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case that Zj is a hmit ordinal, or if Ej is a successor ordinal let &, = 5 - 1 for all 
n E 0. 
Suppose that lSlt C w5. Then there exists m E o such that JS&&_ < w5, and type 
(S& 2 L for every n 3 m. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, I& ] S& < 
oa for all n 3 m. This fact will stay true for (T&l ] S& [S. For i < m, qi, [S(i) 
might be too large but ‘contracting’ it again by S takes care of it, i.e., our 
induction h thesis implies that I( qi, [ S(i)) [ SI,_ < 0% Therefore 
The previous proposition stated that if S was ‘small’ enough then T ] S is forced 
to be small as well. We will need an additional proposition about how a ‘large’ S 
influences T. For that matter the correct notion of ‘large’ is needed. 
OII Let pew1 and SGO: Y S is said to be hereditcitily large 3 
S = 0:’ or (by iduction) (W% E o) [& is hereditarily large]. 
L,etp<wl andS, Tow? 
(a) If S is hereditarily large and S G T, then T is hereditarily large. 
(b) If S and T are hereditarily large, then S f7 T is hereditarily large. 
(c) If S is hereditarily large, then lSlL = op. 
f. All parts are done by induction on cc. 
(a) From S c_ T it follows that for every n E o, Stm, c Ttm,. From the fact that S 
is hereditarily large it follows that for almost all n E w, s(n) is hereditarily large. 
Hence by the induction hypothesis, for almost every n E o, T&,> is hereditarily 
large. Hence T is hereditarily Iarge. 
(b) For almost every n E co, SfnI and T&, are hereditarily large; hence, by the 
induction hypothesis, S& fl Z&, is hereditarily large for almost all n E o. But 
clearly (S n T),,, = Scn, n I&). Therefore S n T k hereditarily large. 
(c) If p = 0, then by the definition S = U”; hence lSlL = 1 = w”. If p = 5 + 1 
and S is hereditarily large, then for almost all n E co, Stn, is hereditarily large and 
therefore, by the induction hypothesis, IS(& = o? Obviously, this implies that 
Ia_ = op. The case where p is a limit ordinal is done similarly. D 
The next proposition says that ‘contracting’ 
hereditarily large set has no effect. 
a hereditarily large set by anoFher 
Let p < v< wl, S s wEp, and T e wzv. If S and T are both 
hereditarily large,. then T IS is hereditarily large. 
(case (d)), 
and T,,, are hereditarily 1 
erefo ei 
the + 
to get 
tion 2.13; z is hmditiy 
to Definition 2.9 we 
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By induction on ~1. The lemma is trivially tnre for p= 0. uppose it is true 
orhi4 2e and we it for j4=25+1. Let = (ct :s e o:p). 
IL by the del’urition of ,). Let us recall that 
= (Cr:t E aP), whe Cr = CW. Suppose QY Erep(9) and let S = S,. Then 
for every n E 0, 4% Erep( Ecu, let Sn={tE0’2g:IYt$C~}. It is 
clear (from Definition 2.4) that S, = S(+ By the induction hypothesis, IgIL< 
u*, for every n E co. If we let T, = uiG,, g, then it is still true that lTJL < & 
Ihat according to its definition S* = U nc4,nTn. Hence, we have that for every 
M E 0, IS”,,lL < m29 which implies that IS”lL G w2g = cop-? 
Suppose that Q! $ rep(%). Then for some m E w, Q! $ rep($&). It follows from 
the induction hypothesis that I(S~mj)f)L= Oar. Therefore, for every n am, 
ITI tlL = co=, which implies that IS*lt = ax+1 = WY 
Now assume tb the iemma is true for 25 + 1 and we wiii prove it for 
jA=2g+2. Let 9, ,+ cy, S, and S, be as above. Of course, in this case we have 
= La, w(s& ence, if cy E rep(@, then there exists m E w such that 
1y E rep@&,,,). The ind esis in this case says that IS”,\, s 025. For 
each n E to, let T, = nsn i!$ n for every n %n, T, E SJ& and therefore 
&IL G o*% Again, if we look at Definition 2.9 we see that S* was defined to be 
U CZEw nT,. Therefore 
lS”k= zi ITilL+ c KtIL 
iCm n;bm l 
G @%+I l pn + m25 - 0 = (02g+l) 9 (m + 1) < m2t+2 J &_ 
If a $ rep@), then for every n E o, or $ rep@&). From the induction hypothesis 
it follows that I(S&*lt = w*~+I Also, these sets are hereditarily large, hence the 
sets T, = rI+, (S&” are hered&ily large as well. So, by roposition 2.13, their 
lexicographicai order type will be stiut m2? Therefore 
= (w2g+p l 0 = op. 
L 
Finally, we have to check the limit case. Suppose that p is a limit ordinal and 
our I a is true for every g < fi. 
ily, where ( 
hr every n E a.~. By the 
ition 2.6, A can be represented by a 
Letf :“2-, w’~~) be defined by 
uous, and by Lemma 2.16, 01 E rep( 
FrJ,. Therefore we have A sw I%..,, via 
,-complete. 
note it ordinal then 2fi = 4p. 0 
it was mentioned, our 
mplete. In the last corollary 
11 complete it for the 
ich is vaguely attributed 
rarchy can be found in 
for all the levels of the Bore1 hierarc 
Center). Let 5 < 0 l. Zf A is +1, then A is a countable 
oint union we will need the dual notion which we call 
intersection of the se- 
er 
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words, A is the codisjoint intersection of (A,, : n E to) A = nA,, and for every 
cy in the underlying space, there is at most one n E o for which CIY $ A,,. Instead of 
Theorem 2.19, we will use its following corollary. 
Let g<o,. If A is 
sets. 
then A is a wuntable co&joint 
Now we are in the position to prove the main result of this section. 
. Fiw euery ordinal p < ol, FrzP is complete. 
The case p = 0 is obvious and by Corollary 2.17 our theorem is true for 
every limit ordinal p. The it remains to check the successor case onl 
Assuming that Fr* -complete we will prove that Fr*,,+* is 
complete. Let A G YZ +S men A = La, A,,,, where for every m E 
+t and we may assume that the sequence (A, : m E o) is 
2.20, each A, is a countable codisjoint intersection of 
It’s easy to see that Q: E. A iff it doesn’t belong to at most Gnitelp many members 
of the family (Am,“, m, n E 0). Since this family is countable, we may enumerate 
it as (&:k E 0); i.e. we pick a bijection ~t:o-o x m and let Bk =Anfkj for 
every k E o. Hence we have 
ar E A e (3m E o)(Vk Z= m)[cw E Bk]. 
By the induction hypothesis Frzlr is -complete, hence for every k E o, there is 
a continuous function fk: “2 + 8(@‘) such that for every cy E “2, LY E Bk @ 
f&W E Fr2p Define f: “24 9(0 ‘r+l) by f (Ly) =iJkeokfk(~). Clearly, f is con- 
tinuous. We will show that A sw FrzP+* via f. 
Q! E A e (3m E o)(Vk 2 m)[a E Bk] 
e (3m E o)(Vk 3 m)fjk(a) E Fr2,1 
~4 (3ni E o)(Vk 3 m)[(f(cu)(k)(L < d’] 
Therefore Fr2r”.+2 is +2-complete. 0 
For every p < ol, Fr2,,+l is P + ,-complete. 
Let A c “2 be +1. Then A =fi,,A,, where each A., is p. From 
vious theorem it follows that for every n E o there is a corAinuous function 
fn: “2+ 9(0’~~) such that for every “2, cy e A, @fn(c*) e Fr2P. efine 
f :“24P(w ++I) by f (4 = Uneo f?fnW* en it is clear that f is continuous and 
for every ay E “2, a E A H cy E Fr2N+1. 
A
 
r 
From Proposition 2.1 it follows that the predicate A&, $ 
for some n > ~tl doesn’t increase 
(b) This is done by a si Ic induction on 8 < oi. For p = 1, a reiation 
RS ‘“0 X e% is in LPI RELY and (3~ )(3r E -w) [sRtRu 
and c1 is not the first element], which is easily seen to be a Z$ predicate. 
successor case: R E LP,+i RELY and (3~ 
c s and t is a @imit point of R d u is not first]. The i 
that the diate ‘t is a p-limit point of R” is 2&+l. This automatic 
LP,,, a +3 set as desired. 
If y < o1 is a limit ordinal, then R e- LP, iff R E LO an (3u E 
““b)(VsRu)(Vm E w)(3t E ‘“o)(3n am) [SRtRu and t is a ~&nit point of R 
and u is not the first], where JAI = iim,,, pm. The reader can easily see that this is a 
Z$,+1 predicate which defines LB,. Cl 
Next, we establish lower bounds on the complexity of the sets L,, 0 < p c ol. 
Proof. Let O<p<w, and Ad@(o) be Z&+,. Then A=U,,,-A,, where 
each A, is a Z’$ subset of SD(o). By Theorem 2.21, Frzr is &complete, hence 
for each n E o there is a continuous function fm : $P(w)I* 9@P) so that 
A, =fR’[Fr&p]. Without any loss of generality we may assume that for every 
rt E w and for every a E P(w), f,(a) #8. 
Now define f: ?@I)+ 9(mLp+‘) by f(a) = tJnEwnf,(a), for every Q E 9(w). 
Clearly f is continuous and like before, it is simple to show that A = f-l[LJ. By 
the preceding proposition Lb( is X&+ ,. Therefore it is ZTp+,-compfete. III 
Next we want to show that for each 0 < p c ol, the set LP, is Z!!,+,-complete. 
To do so wt simply show that Lp SW LP, via a natural continuous map 
4 : !P(tiF+‘)~ !P(‘“w x ‘%I). For every O<p < ml and for every S c UI’~+*, 
we let I;,(S) = cL 1 S. The fact that Fp is continuous can be simply verified as 
fohows. Let S c cfY+’ and let (S, : n E w ) be a sequence of finite subsets of o’~+~ 
so that S = lim,,, S,. It is trivial to see that Q 1 S = lim,,, et 1 S,, i.e., 
_F,(S) = Km,,, F,(S,). Hence Fp is completely determined by its restriction to the 
finite subsets of o W’ her cc e1 is continuous. , 
eocem 3.6. For every 0 < p < ml, LP, is a~ 2?&+ ,-complete subset of 9(70 x 
-+O). 
I. By Proposition 3.4, LP, is 22&+,, hence it remains to show completeness. 
that Lps,,, LP, via Fp for every 0 < ,u < ol, hence by Proposition 
i-COmpkte iiS well. 
t, i.e., i 
was to create a 
be case of this 
u, v)~ e g stand for 
the induction h 
By induction on 0 < p < ol. 
a) For p = 1 we have, R E WO, @ [R E LO and R is finite], which is clearly a 
definition of WO,. 
The : ~cessor case: R E WO,,, e R E LO and (3m E w)(3s0, sl, . . . , s, E 
<o’o)(Vt E field(R))[Vism t)R < o,]. By part (a) of the preceding proposi- 
tion, the right hand side i 
The limit case: Let p and (~a, : n E w ) be as usual. Then 
R E WO,, e (31 E o)[R E wo,~n]. 
(b) REWQ,~+~ RELO and (V( u, u), (v, W) E R)[OT[u, v)~ c d'j. The 
expression inside the brackets is a cc predicate according to Proposition 4.1 so 
the entire sentence is 
Using the fundamental result in Section 2, it is easy to show that these upper 
bounds are in fact lower bounds. 
(a) As in the previous section, we define a function fp : 9(09-+ 
710) for each OC ~1 C ml, by&,(S) = +_ r S, for every S 
nction fp is continuous, for every 
revtous ection. 
. 
e tramfinite case, once 
,k, we will do that first for a 
e brackets is a 
simply note that 
upper bounds are also lower bounds, we will need the 
(“o to itself, which will translate elements of kc” to trees 
a new element .sk of (%I by induction on 
’ = s&s. Let s = ( ko, k,, . . . , km). Our key function is: 
s* = &Jk”(k,)” l - = (k,)kn. 
For example: (2,3)* = (2,2,3,3,3) and (4,0)* = (4,4,4,4). 
We can easily extend this function to elements of (ewu) as follows. Given 
SG (“0 we let 
P={tE ‘wm:tcs* for somesES}. 
The reader can check easily that S-S* is a continuous 
itself, a fact crucial for the main theorem of this section 
from !3q’wtll) to 
. LetOcpcol andSg+. Then: 
(a) S* is a well-founded tree; 
(b) if I&< oP then IS*1 c op; 
(c) if ISIL = cd‘ then IS*1 = op. 
(a) By a very simple induction on cc. 
e proof for (b) and (c) is done by induction on 0 c p < ol. 
The case p= 1: if S c C’, then lSIL< o’ = o means that S is finite and hence 
S* is a finite tree which immediately implies that IS*1 < o. If lSlL = 69, i.e. if S is 
i&Me, then for every m E o there will be a k > m so iudat (k)& E S*. This implies 
that rks.( (k)) = k - 1 and therefore IS*( = o as stated. 
The successor case: Let S s ozP+! Then S* = umew (HZ&,)*, where Stmjc 
p+‘, then for all but finitely many m E o, ISJL < op. Therefore 
the induction hypothesis, for all but finitely many m E o, IS&j < op, which in 
turn implies that I(mS&*l < op. Only for finitely many m E o could it happen 
that IS&l = 0~; hence I(mSc,,)*I = op + m can happen only for finitely many 
m E o, and therefore (S*( = Sup(lS,*,,l + 1 :m E W) < w(p + 1) as required. 
it case is similar and is left to the reader. Cl 
proof to a theore 
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e basic result concerning these trees is due 
fundamental theorem of descriptive set theory. 
and is a 
for some tree T z 72 x 0). 
eorem). A set A C_ “2 is f iflA = n[T] 
A proof for this theorem can be found in [US]. 
~andT~<“‘(2xo)beatreesothatA=rt[T]. 
[?‘I =sup{(T(cu!):~u~A}, . 
and 
ilAll= min{ [T’i : T s ‘m(2 x o) is a tree and A = aIT]}. 
let 
(a) +: E A is Z&, th~.m by Theorem 5.5 there is a continuous function 
<*CO), so that for every Q’ E “2, 
thout any danger, we can assume that for every QI E “2, f(u) is a tree (in fact, 
if we look back carefuhy at the proof of Theorem 5.5, we see that if we choose f 
to be the same r/ a~ there, then it has this property). 
It is well known that from the continuity of f it follows that there exists a 
function h ?2+ Sy’%) such that for every s, t E ?I, if s c t then h(s) c h(t), 
h(s) is a tree, and for every or E “2, f (cu) = Unew h(cu 1 n). 
Let T=((s,u)E ‘“(2 x w) : ~1 Ek(s)]. It is easy to check that T is a tree and 
that for every cy E “2, 
SEA @ T(@E tup; 
hence IlAll~ [Tl s op. 
(b) The proof here goesexactly as in part (a). Cl 
(The Luzin Derivative). Let T 5 ?M be a tree. The LurGz 
derivative of T is the tree 
D(T) = (s E c*co:(3n E o)[s*(n) f T]}. 
e the &h iterate of D by induction on 5. 
and if & is a limit ordinal, we let 
of a tree T is t east EC w1 for 
wmplexity. III 
<QB,. we will 
afMsualare~yt0 
= which is a J$ set. On the other had, 
TE E T)[s a k~--+ (3~1 E m)(s^(n) E T)]. 
(a)and(b)aretrueforn~~~ Wewihhow 
u-r case of the previous 
ant to show that these upper bounds on the complexity of LTE ase 
case twns out 
levels. The sets LT, will be treated differently from the sets LT,, 
iVGj&<Or. 
MO--(O), wedefineaset&,,+l= +‘w) and a set 
+?w) by induction on li. 
The successor case: Sup that &+I d Lz,*? are given, we let 
h n+l)+l = { a s n+2co : (Wm E @[a, E &+,I}, 
L2( m+1)+2 = t a s 
Fro& By induction on n E u - (0). Fiit, it’s clear that h+I is pa+* and that 
h&l +2 is H$,+2 from their definition. The completeness part is not hard to show 
either. We sketch the main points of the proof and leave the details to the reader. 
Thecasen=l: Weknowthat is @complete, hence -Fr3 is Z!$complete. 
To show that ;t3 is X$complete, i enough to show that Player II wins the game 
G,(-Fr3, LB)= A winning strategy for Player II in this game is very simple: If 
Player I assigns ‘yes’ to a pair (i, j) E o x o, then Player 11 assigns ‘yes’ to all the 
pairs (m, j) for m 2 j. Player II assigns ‘no’ to a pair (i, j) only after he made 
sure that Player I assigned ‘no’ to all pairs (m, j) for m S i. It is easy to see that 
thisisa winning strategy for Player 11. 
The successor case: If A is Z&+s, then A = UkEca ask A,, where each A,,, is 
Z&+l. By the induction hypothesis &,,, 1 is Z&++omplete, hence A,,, SW b+l 
via a continuous function, say fm. Iff(u) = UAECI) mf,(u), thenfis continuous and 
As, l&+3 via fi Therefore, k+3 is Z$&+3-complete. 
Showing that Lt,+4 is +4-complete can now be done as it was done for the 
correspnding Frkhet ideal. 0 
Now, for every n E o - {0), we define a function T&,+1: 9(““oi+ 9(‘*~) 
and a EJnction T2n+z : CP(“‘2w)+ iP(‘“o) by induction on n. 
The case n=f: Let a&9@). For each mEto, let k,+<k,,... be the 
enumeration of a(*) in increasing order (a(,, maybe finite or infinite), and then 
let 
S(a, m)= {(m)“*(ko), (m)mh(ko. kJ, (m)“*(ko, k~, kd, l .-b 
to assign ‘yes’ to every s* where 
of it at once, but arbitrarily long initial segments 
of the inereTas= 
HI the induction steps are 
will show that for every k E o, & sw CI’k+, by sho 
r e\ “sry m E 0. Player II assigns 
while Player I doesn’t assign a ‘yes’ in the game. 
If Player I assigned ‘yes’ to tinitely many m E o, i.e., the resulting pl 
&, then II’s Enal play T is a tree which consists of eactly one infinite 
Obviously, in this case the Luzin height of T would be 0, since every mem 
as an extension in T. Therefore T E LTk+i as desired. 
If Player I assigned ‘yes’ to only finitely many numbers, then the resulting 
is not in &. In this case, T is a finite tree with Luzin height ak + 1, 
T $ LT., as desired. 0 
By induction on at. 
The case n_= 1: Suppose that a tz &; then for some i E 0, a(,) is 
every m 3 1. l By its definition, T = T3(a) is the tree generated from S,, 
s, = um%a S(u, mp. As we saw in the previous proposition, for every m 2 i, & 
ccdsts of one infinite branch. n the other hand, for each m C i, T(,,,, is a 
tree. Therefore for every m 2 i, && = 0 and for every m C i, I&& < o. We 
therefore get 
PIP Sup{l~~~lk:m E 0) c 0. 
Now suppose that (I $ &; then for every i E o, there exists m 3 i such that qm) is 
finite. Since &, is the tree generated by S(u, m), it will obviously have 
height am. Therefore, agin, 
ITIu=Sup(&,&:m E o} = o. 
e: now ass\me that (a) and (b) are true for a give 
show they are true for n + I as well. 
then for some i E 0, a(,+ &+r for 
= T&+,(a(,,), th n clearly T = Urn 
every i E 0, there 
n 6.2 we saw that is +1 =ti aat LL+k,r h @L+*- 
make us of Lemma 6.8. 
be defined as fo 
for every m E o, qno~ E &+*. By Lemma 6.8, 
refme, by the dehition of 
e definition of Tb+&) is 
So far, we haven2 m 
the next theorem. But 
By a simple induction on g. El 
In Proposition 6.3 we and that LTWP+k+l is +I* 
hence it remains to show the completeness part. Exactly as in the proof of 
P), then by Lemma 5.4, S* E <“su is a well-founded tree. 
Fr2p; then by the same lemma, IS*1 c op. By the previous 
lemma, lS*lb, < CUP, hence S* $ LT,,. Therefore Fr+, sar kT,,, which shows that 
LT,, is &-complete. 
(b) Now let k E o and let fR : )-+ 9(‘“0) be the following function 
‘uiij, h(S) = (k)& lJmEa, (m)“s&,. If S E Fr2P+1, then for 
every nt E 0, Stmj E Fq+ and therefore IS* +&< 0~ for every m E 0. In this case, 
the Luzin height of Umeo, (m)“S& is going to be SOP. Therefore &(S)llm~ 
0~ + k + 1, and f (S) E LT,,,. 
If S $ Fr*+i, then for some i E o, S& $ Fr,, which by the previous lemma and 
by Lemma 5.4 implies that lS~i~1~ = op. Again, by the definition of fk, it is easy to 
see that Jfi(S)llza o,cl+ k + 1, which fk(S) $ LT,cr+k+,. Therefore 
Fr&+l s LTmP+k+l via fh hen= is ,:=complete. 0 
Given an ordinal f < ocK 1 1 , et wrs be the set of all e E 
number of a recursive weli-founded partial ordering 
sun Chen [S] classified the sets wrs, for every 
rR~chdgnistoeach 
by any other height 
ThelfefghtofRis 
orderings R s -au x -‘a~, and 
Cg}. In the next theorem we 
fix each OC~Ctu,. Mast of the 
arealmostidenticaltothoseinthe 
re, not to repeat ourselves, we leave them 
on the other hand, follows quite elegantly 
EC ml in the corresponding classes. 
g class is very similar to 
the following simple 
The reader will find it easy to show that for every 0 < &j c al, 
TEW& rrq ME 
Hence, if we show that f is continuous, we immediately get WF8 sW W’I$ for 
every 0 c 5 < al. From Theorem 2.5 our theorem follows immediately. 
The continuity of fis easy to show It can be done directly, or we can show 
that fakes as a strategy for Player II in . hl &is 
cw~~ct.h~ 8 tree T E 3 and Player II h &e corr 
orderingf(R). It is easy to supply the detzk 0 
Next, we define a sequence of sets (L&: e C ml) very much like the seque- 
(LTE: e< Q),) which we defined in the previous section. LQ is a set of parGal 
orderings with Luzin height <e, which generalizes the set LTE in the same way 
w generalizes the set WFe. 
7e2 e Luzin derivative of a partial ordering). Let R s e% x cam 
be a partial ordering, and let U be the field of Ri. &I e!ement t E U is said to be 
minimoIiffthereisnos~Usuchthat (s,t)ER. Let U’bethesetofallthe 
non-minimal elements of U. The Luzin derivative of R is D(R) = R t U’. 
As in the previous section, we define the @h iteration of D, for every e < q. 
Then we define the Luzin height of R to be the least g for which De+*(R)= 
De(R). We write Lheight(R) = g. For each s < ol, let 
L&=(R~‘%x ?u: R is a partial ordering and Lheight(R; c 6). 
The proof of the next theorem 
secticu~ and the last theorem. 
exactly the same ideas as the previous 
7.3. ForeverynEo-(0)andkE:o: 
(2) L%, is c”,+l-compfete; 
(b) LR,+k+l is L&+,-complete. 
Showing that the corresponding Bore1 classes are upper bounds is easy. 
To show mnrpleteness, we use the same function f : 9-+ sP(‘% x e(Do) which 
we defined in the previous proof. 
Again, the reader will find it easy to show that for every 0 < g < o1 and T E 5, 
T E LT5 e f(T) E LQ. 
Hence LTE sW LRs, and by Theorem 6.9 we are done. D 
. Foreveryw~p<u,andkEw 
Exactly as in the previous proof, using Theorem 6.11. 0 
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